**Caracol s.r.l.**

*Extreme Additive Manufacturing, solutions with no scale limits. We integrate all competences: from design and engineering for AM, to production of complex and large-scale parts, with know-how on advanced materials, and on both hardware and software for AM.*

**Products**

A range of parts such as: large scale tools, jigs, molds, satellite deployer parts, casing for avionic systems, and research projects on parts for autoclave use.

**Technologies**

With its AM large-scale robotic system and a wide range of state-of-the-art industrial printers, it produces advanced components in composite materials.

**Services**

From design, engineering for AM, to production (prototypes, series and finished parts), as well as support in internalizing AM.

**Contact Information**

- **Address:** Via Del Seprio 42 - 22074 Lomazzo (CO), ITALY
- **Phone:** +39 02 33299 531
- **Website:** www.caracol-am.com